
Developing the Skills
of Humanistic Discipline

When they have mastered skills at two earlier stages-pedagogy and
management-teachers are ready to treat students humanistically.

THOMAS R. MCDANIEL

dvice to teachers about classroom
management and discipline
abounds. Canter' tells us to be

assertive; Skinner2 insists that we catch
children being good and reinforce them;
Glasser3 recommends ten steps to good
discipline via reality therapy; Dreikurs4

suggests logical consequences. One re-
cent article even argues that teachers
should be more effective authoritar-
ians.5 Preventive discipline,6 develop-
mental discipline,7 three-dimensional
disciplines-what's a teacher to do?

My experience in working with stu-
dent teachers and veteran teachers-in
workshops, graduate and undergraduate
courses, inservice training, and school-
wide discipline projects-has led me to
certain conclusions about the discipline
dilemma in public schools:

Conclusion 1: Teacher training
should emphasize discipline skills. Most
teachers enter the profession, and perse-
vere in it, with little or no training in
school discipline techniques. This is
indeed strange when discipline prob-
lems are so frequently cited as the great-
est dilemma facing public schools. Pub-
lic criticism of schools and the
debilitating effects of teacher burnout
are closely linked to the problems of
student behavior. Few states mention
behavior management in certification
regulations, except perhaps for special
educators. Few colleges or universities
require (or even provide) courses in
classroom discipline for regular class-
room teachers. What is provided in
psychology or methods courses tends to
be either theoretical and academic (such
as study of reinforcement principles), or

folk wisdom (such as advice to be firm
but gentle, friendly but aloof-and not
to smile until Christmas). Very rarely, I
regret to say, do we provide teachers
with actual competency-based disci-
pline skills. Training for teachers should
emphasize such skills.

Conclusion 2: Teacher education
should emphasize the dynamics of misbe-
havior in the contemporary school. Stu-
dents are increasingly difficult to man-
age. Why this is so is open to debate;
that it is so is attested to me by teachers
everywhere I go. The causes of misbe-
havior are complex, but we can specu-
late on some of the contributing condi-
tions. For example, in its present
integrated and mainstreamed status, our
school population is more diverse than
ever before. The number of students
from single-parent homes is on the rise
now that almost every other marriage
ends in divorce; the number of students
with emotional problems and learning
problems is increasing; and the impact
of drugs, alcohol, and television on
student behavior is only now getting the
serious study it deserves.

Conclusion 3: Teacher preparation
should emphasize the coherent relation-
ship of discipline theories and prac-
tices.9. The plethora of discipline mod-
els confuses and confounds the
practicing teacher. A few years ago,
teachers were told almost nothing about
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professional approaches to cluamsn
management today the oveerpply of
apparently conflicting thdeories and h
niques can result in a diffent didicul
for teachers: sensory ovesload. Where
does a teacher begin in die pace of
making sense out of discipline aale-
gies? What comes first-ules or da-
tionships? Praise or punisnet? Nw-
tive reinforcement or negotision?
There is no single solution to co a -
plex and variable a problem as scool
discipline.

Conclusion 4: Discipline I i
should bhview a t witthh wdid
the tadcher-rt wos In thed din-
mom. The teacher is more inpit in
good discipline than the partidr -
proaches used in the cdasun For
better or worse, teaching is ll an t--
an art informed by scientific ies of
teaching and human behavior, but an
art nonetheless Just as no nsx ainil
can prescribe the fomnula fox ",' so
no behavior management pmA n cm
prescribe the formula f ~discpline
Good clasroom discipline is in put an
elusive quality of community and ama-
munication that grows out f dithe peo-
ple-students and te ches-who
pen to be together in that given tme and
place. That a teacher has fih in cain
techniques, believes in the siles
and expects certain behavio is asudy a
important to good discipline as th leeh-
niques themselves.

These conclusions can se as basic
premises in the devopent an ie-
gratd a ach to clo disiine
that is sl based, .coherent. ad bu-
manistic. It scans to me that laches
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IFi 1. _ae d Dbdple Devdopment for Pledonal Teadlmr

Levi 1. hisredM Stae

Prenmi: E-ectve disckdpline begins with a teacher's knowledge of subject matter,
currielum, and methods of instruction and evaluation.

Ailtudes: 1. Schools exist to promote learnin--primarily the knowledge, skills,
and values embodied in the formal curriculum.

2. Teahers are responsible for organizing and presenting knowledge,
sdlb, and vahes and for facilitating learning.

3. Students an learn and behave in ways that help them become
capable and responsible aduls.

Skills: 1. Organizing unit and daily plans for clarity, logical learning, and
student success

2. Motivating students by a variety of techniques: advance organizers,
st induction, and so on

3. Degning a range of larning experiences and teaching methods:
lening centers, small- and large-group instruction, audiovisuals,
BpMs and o on

4. Prding cvluation and feedback in ways that provide success and
monitor progres

Lage 1. Clear written and oral expression to ensure dear communication
Cnpetees: 2. Precse behavioral objecties

3. Unambiguou ealuation instruments

Level 2 Irala M_ eageeam Stage

Pmise: Effecive discipline requires a teacher to provide both control and
support of tudent actions.

Atdas: 1. Schools are repositories of cultural values of behavior and have a
speial responsibility to help children learn those values.

2. eachers should work with students to develop rules for behavior
and teach thee rues by consistent enforcement.

3. Students should be reinforced (verbally and nonverbally) for appro-
prte behvior.

Skls: 1. Rule stting and teaching of rules (examples, demonstration, prac-
tice, testng)

2. Seting lmi verbally and nonverbally in classroom encounters
3. Enforcing rules by action, not anger or threats, and with logical

coaaences -
4. t se, rewards, touch, getures, cues, and modeling to

l _.0p· 1. Clar, speifi , assertive commands ("I need you to .. ") with
Cma esencles: proper tures, eye contact, proxImty, tone of voice

2. Soft repimand and broken record" tehnique
3, Ptsing (' lIe theway w.. ..), cueing, gnoring

Level3. : mAile Stage

Pmlu: acdye disipl depend ultimately on students developing self-
dkdt, bie cWols for behavior, and mature decion-makcing

Il: 1, Idkk ds to hip sIudema grow into rgponle, wie adults.
2. T i w 10 the woath of students individuas with

: d Mt - in- -

SM: t1. i igd rO rule-tting and problem-olving sessions

i winth _stud who break rules

. ar vs bL eu .le dng' I te h ui0u b on g ? -' ;w -fed a p low .)
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usually move through several develop-
mental stages or levels of professional
growth, as shown in Figure 1. While
there may be some overlap, each stage
includes a central complex of premises,
attitudes, skills, and language compe-
tencies that a teacher must master as a
sound basis for the next stage. In this
sense, then, classroom management
and discipline are developmental di-
mensions of professional competence.

Stages of Discipline Development
First, I think teachers, especially begin-
ning teachers, need to master the skills
of classroom instruction. This includes
knowing the subject matter and how to
sequence it and present it; knowing how
to move from concepts to objectives to
methods of instruction; and knowing
how to provide motivation, pacing, vari-
ety, and active involvement. Good
teaching promotes good discipline.
Moreover, in the absence of effective
instruction, classroom management is
an empty exercise, a means to no defen-
sible end. Therefore, the basis of effec-
tive discipline is the instructional pro-
gram.

Some teachers teach so well that they
have relatively few behavior problems.
But good instruction itself is not suffi-
cient for today's teacher. At a second
developmental level in the teacher's
professional self are the skills of behavior
management. At this point the teacher
goes beyond instruction to deal directly
with management. The objective in this
stage should be to understand what is
required in the way of rules, conse-
quences, rewards, and classroom struc-
ture to ensure clarity, order, and securi-
ty. How should rules be arrived at,
phrased, and enforced? What rewards
(reinforcers) are allowable, reasonable,
and effective? Why is a teacher's use of
action rather than threats essential in
establishing control? At this level the
assertive discipline model is particularly
useful because of its focus on how to
communicate teacher needs to students
and how to support and reinforce ac-
ceptable student behavior.

Once teachers have mastered the ped-
agogical skills (level one) and the control
skills (level two), they are then ready to
move to level three: humanistic skills. I
realize that some educators will recoil at
wedding the words "humanistic" and
"skills"-the latter term seems so tech-
nical. But I am convinced that such
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skills do exist and can be learned, just as
reinforcement principles and assertive-
ness principles can be learned and prac-
ticed as discrete skills. The teacher-as-
artist will need to integrate all such skills
into a personal and professional reper-
toire, much as the master pianist inte-
grates the various scales into a musical
repertoire.

The humanistic approach to disci-
pline is, perhaps, most appropriate in
the secondary grades, when students
have reached a higher level of maturity.
But elementary students can start devel-
oping the skills of self-discipline and
participatory democracy. An elementary
teacher who has progressed through lev-
el three can involve children in rule
setting, problem solving, and contracts.
The teacher (at whatever grade level)
who works at building community and
communication in the classroom, treats
students with respect, and expects re-
sponsible and reasoned behavior is on
the road to level three. But it takes more
than a humanistic attitude to achieve
humanistic discipline; it takes specific
skills and language competencies to im-
plement this advanced level of disci-
pline.

At this level, teachers need to master
rather complex and sophisticated tech-
niques of humanistic discipline. Prob-
lem-solving sessions, for example, re-
quire the teacher to serve as a mediator
rather than an authoritarian. It is easier
simply to decree "this is the way it has to
be," but the teacher who uses humanis-
tic discipline realizes that students who
are solving problems are learning to
analyze needs, brainstorm solutions to
shared problems, and reach consensus
on solutions with classmates and teach-
er. The six-step teacher Effectiveness
Training process outlined by Thomas
Gordon is particularly useful here. This
process requires the class to:

i. Define the problem.
2. Generate possible solutions.
3. Evaluate the solutions.
4. Decide which solution is best.
5. Determine how to implement the

solution.
6. Assess how well the solution solved

the problem. 0'

Teachers who have maotered human-
istic discipline know that the time spent
in this process pays rich dividends, not
only in better discipline but in more
responsible and cooperative students.

The language competence of human-
istic teachers is especially important in
establishing good discipline. Ginott, for
example, declares that "teachers who
want to improve relations with children
need to unlearn their habitual language
of rejection and acquire a new language
of acceptance."" This new language
addresses situations rather than person-
alities, describes rather than evaluates,
uses "I messages" rather than "you mes-
sages," avoids commands while inviting
cooperation, reflects feelings, and does
not label. It is sane, congruent, and
brief. "A wise teacher," say Ginott,
"talks to children the way he does to
visitors at his home."' 2

The reality therapy approach, while
somewhat authoritarian in several re-
spects, also depends on language com-
petencies designed to promote students'
decision-making abilities. William
Glasser, who developed this approach,
argues that students are rational beings
who must be given opportunities to
make choices, decisions, and commit-
ments. Consequently, a teacher needs
to confront students in direct and per-
sonal ways to encourage responsible
self-analysis and decision making. Nev-
er, says Glasser, ask misbehaving stu-

dents why thev did something because
that focuses on the past and on rb-
merged motives. Ask insad, VWhat did
you do?" in a kind, nontlrueateing
nonpunitive way. This question encasr-
ages students to confront the rality of
their present behavior and requires
them to analyze their decisions. Once
students have verbalized wha they did,
Glasser recommends asking, Did this
help you or others?" This quetion asks
students to evaluate their behavior and
judge its appropriateness and wodth. Fi-
nally, the teacher is asking the sdent
to decide on an alternative behduvior, a
solution to a problem. This solution can
become the basis for a plan, a comsit-
ment, even a contract that the Leacher
will help monitor in future situaios.

Gordon, Ginott, and Glasser r
the importance of personal relatio
ships, democratic communitis, and
helpful language; they emnphaize the
importance of responsible decision muk-
ing and self-worth to students who ar
developing into autonmous adults.
They--as do other humanistic educa-
tors-want to see punishment rpbmd
by positive, solution-oriented clarom
practices that involve students and
teachers in counseling and neobiation
processes and meaningful dialogue. All
of these interactions require teacs o
master a host of techniques, skil and
language patterns that are far finum nat-
ural," that indeed require a great deal of
practice before the teacher becomes pn
ficient in applying them in the dass-
room.

Final Thoughts
As teachers consider the prbkle of
classroom management and discipli,
thev should remember that their eLc-
tiveness depends not on finding quick
fixes or magic formulas. Rather, ec-
tive discipliners grow in their pission-
al competence by developing their skills
of instruction,. management, and hu-
manistic problem solving. Profciency at
each stage frees a teacher to comennate
on mastering the discipline comnpen-
cies of the next stage. The teacher who
amrrives at stage three does not lea the
other two stages behind but, instead,
brings his or her instructional and man-
agement competencies into balance
with the human relations skills of stage
three.

It is near the conclusion of stage three
in the teacher's development that disci-
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pline starts to become a pedagogical art,
an integration of instructional tech-
niques, behavioral skills, and humanis-
tic practices. Teachers at this point-as
artists in discipline-are able to be not
only skillful but creative and intuitive as
they deal with the dynamics of class-
room behavior. These are the profes-
sional conductors who orchestrate the
tempo of student activities to ensure
harmony; these are the weavers of the
classroom tapestry who are sensitive to
the tones and moods and textures of
complex human interactions. Such
teachers are rare, but they are beautiful
to behold. Their techniques are not
obvious, but the results are.

Those of us who work with teachers
and attempt to help them deal with
discipline problems can chart the course
of teacher progress by way of the three
stages outlined here-so long as we do
not become enslaved by stage-theory
thinking. Even a beginning teacher can
start mastering some humanistic disci-
pline techniques. What is crucial is our
concept of the teacher-as-artist whose
skills are but tools to be integrated into
the evolving professionalism of the true
educator. E
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pays rich dividends,
not only in better
discipline, but in --
more responsible,
cooperative
students."

Wanted: Articles
... by educators from elementary-secondary school systems. Brief
articles dcribing specific prograrm or practices are especially need-
ed. For example:

Policies. ExampnV of how ll polickes have been June 1
used to raise andlards or improve instruction.
Tesd:r Came m 0e nW . Local actions affecting August 1
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sioda growth of C rms.
Langaudge e .d Com0kc . Progas to develop October 1
_lagu e , e qeialty mhone in '4dch students
prticipe InM" I, nd thoe nwong
teachers beyond tte 'h dep en.
Schood Invprmeme Extpls f successful school Novemnber 1
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Tesng. local ws of tests and sres that o beyond January 1
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